Haiga: A little farfetched and hard to believe
a complete surrogate biography of Larry Wendt

queen of england

north bay
attains crypto-zoological enlightenment
- unicorns
- san jose bees
- Jones plugs/large plastic garbage bags
- daniel kelley
- fundamentalist computer scientists
- insatiable artifacts of eros
- pongo
- roving bands of disenfranchised youth

meets barry, lizard: wed

eats bad taco: dies

east bay
begins writing 22010 code
writes book on shortwave radio and the history of sound poetry in el cerrito

west bay (drowns)

sewage treatment facilities
ALERT call 'em in! \sum_{\text{medflies}} \text{keep 'em out!}

south bay
visits home-brew inventors club
\left( e^{\pi i} - 1 = 3 \right)
becomes MUF1E
Learns, late in life, to replace blown speaker fuses; achieves measure of contentment;
becomes wealthy by unethically claiming patent on the Bischoff Jones-plug SC adapter.

used in belgium
used in oakland

attends university of California at San Jose, becomes e^{x_1y_{x_0}E_{X_0}} \gamma \text{conf}_{\text{usd}}

LP, November 1992
Lebanon